address phone numbers and social media
or aka
PDID:
and id gf instagram ID as
(DOB:}
attempt to find facebook for & correct ID/DOB aka ... . Found GF's social media page. Couldn't ID checked LINX, COBALT, JUSTIS.
Member Database.

COBALT associates and their addresses, his social media, possible baby mama's social media, and queried the address through Accurint/TLO in attempts to cross reference last names of associates with
Ran WALES, LPR, linX, Accurint, & Social media on the girlfriend of the possible suspect: (DOB: )
social media - girlfriend
https://www.instagram.com/
video in hat & glasses matching
LOF
Background on [redacted] (DOB [redacted])- queried through JUSTIS, LInX, Accurint, TLO, WALES, ISO Claim Search, & Facebook.

No known arrests, license suspended

Married to [redacted] (DOB [redacted])